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Schizophrenia: “The Worst Disease Afflicting Humanity”



A PUBLIC HEALTH CRISIS IN THE U.S.

In the 1950’s, about 500,000 people with serious 

mental illness were treated in publicly funded 

psychiatric hospitals. 

TODAY, with fewer hospital beds and inadequate 

community services, an estimated 590,000 

mentally ill patients a year end up

in de facto mental health institutions: jails, 

prisons, city streets, and homeless shelters.









What is Social Practice?
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Social Practice is a specialized 

form of environmental therapy 

that uses intentional 

community to assist people in 

their recovery.



The Five Elements of Social Practice

● Engagement

● Relationship Development

● Social Design

● Continuous Assessment

● Transitional Environments
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Engagement

● The use of all elements of the social environment to
engage hard to reach individuals with serious mental
illness (SMI).

● Due to positive and negative symptoms…

● Connecting members to the environment/community
allows for a variety of therapeutic effects to occur.

● Technique: Reach-out as a form of ongoing engagement.
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Relationship Development

● The process of assisting members in developing a variety
of relationships on their road to recovery.

● Many members have trouble navigating the different types
of relationships and/or maintaining relationships.

● Factors like fear or distrust along with a limited social
skillset could lead to continued isolation.

● Technique: Side-by-side work
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Social Design

● The engagement of various environments to create therapeutic
results and develop an accessible positive community.

● This participatory approach to Social Design allows participants
to identify their own needs and collaborate with others to create
solution-based environments.

● Social Design creates a sense of communitas which supports
efficacy (the ability to produce a desired or intended result).

● Technique: House meeting, Unit meeting, CLE meeting.
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Foundations of Empowerment

● Share information with everyone (transparency).

○ By informing everyone of the true issues, concerns & obstacles, nobody is  

excluded.

○ Everyone can then make decisions on an equal playing field.

● Offer mentoring to members to help them make better & wiser 

decisions.

● Encourage “team” members to develop self-confidence in making 

choices, forging direction and sharing ideas.

● Risk-taking with the possibility of failure. 

● Managing expectations. Honesty. Trust. Intentionality.
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Keywords for Hope & Recovery

● Need-to-Be 

Needed

● Side-by-Side 

● Work-Ordered-

Day

● Achievement
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� Community

� Cooperation

� Consensus

� Collaboration

� Choice

� Voluntary 
Nature

� Inclusive



OPTIMIZING OUTCOMES: THE PROCESS OF RECOVERY



A COMMUNITY-ORIENTED APPROACH TO INTEGRATED CARE



FOUNTAIN HOUSE SOLUTION TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH CRISIS

A Community System of Care



RESEARCH PROVES OUR MODEL WORKS



FOUNTAIN HOUSE OUTCOMES
PEOPLE LIVING WITH SERIOUS MENTAL ILLNESS COMPARED TO FOUNTAIN HOUSE MEMBERS



COST SAVINGS WITH FOUNTAIN HOUSE



LONG-TERM FOCUS ACROSS THE LIFE CYCLE


